FIRST GLOBAL DEFI SMARTBANK*
unlimited financial freedom
InDeFiEco.com
Thank you for your attention and interest in the InDeFiEco project. We are confident
that together we can achieve impressive results.
Our team engaged professionals who have proven themselves over the years in
various spheres: banking, finance, blockchain and cryptocurrencies, public life,
charity and many others.
Targets and principles of the Ecosystem are fixed in the Memorandum (“Our
Mission”) and the Protocol (“White Paper”) posted on the website. Our main
purpose is your wealth, therefore we have prepared for you extremely interesting
offers that will allow you to preserve and multiply your assets.
Many projects are launched with the intention of doing something. Unlike them, we
already have competence and developments in the DeFi, which has provided
consistent results for our partners. Right now you can earn a yield on the deposited
DAI in the amount of 10 to 15% p.a. This profitable model has been operating for
more than six months.
At the same time, you have the opportunity to participate in the initial distribution
of 10% of InDeFiEco managing tokens, which will start on December 16 and will finish
on December 27. You can supply liquidity to InDeFiEco on a returnable basis for 90
days. As a reward, you, as a project partner, will receive for free on the most
favorable terms xIDF tokens, which will be distributed at the end of the round among
its participants in proportion to their contributions.
After the main launch of the project, you will be able to exchange at no additional
cost xIDF tokens for the main IDF managing tokens, which will be freely traded on
the market. The funds you supplied will be invested in standard deposit models with
profit depending on the type of asset, or you can withdraw them in the same amount
in which they were supplied.
Algorithm for participation in token distribution:
1. Open to the website https://xidf.indefieco.com/
2. Authorize with MetaMask (https://metamask.io)
3. Select the asset that the you want to contribute (DAI \ ETH \ USDC \ wBTC \
USDT) in order to receive xIDF.
4. Click the “Unblock tokens” button so that the smart contract can write them off.
You must wait for the execution of transaction. If the transaction is not processed
for a long time, refresh the page (F5).
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5. Indicate in the "Amount {Selected Asset}" the number of tokens to be frozen and
click the "Replenish" button. You must wait for the execution of transaction. If the
transaction is not processed for a long time, refresh the page (F5).
6. After that, the you can see your xIDF balance expected for accrual, as well as the
number of frozen tokens.
7. 3 days after the last deposit transaction in the period from December 16 to
December 27, 2020 will be executed, the you can request your tokens. If the you
transfer part of his tokens to someone, you will be able to return only a part of the
supplied funds (in proportion to the remaining stake of the tokens). The opportunity
to withdraw the deposited funds without returning xIDF tokens will be available 90
days after finishing the initial distribution.
If you have any technical difficulties, please contact the support service:
support@indefieco.com

Sincerely,
InDeFiEco Team
support@indefieco.com
Partners chat: https://t.me/indefieco_partners
Official Telegram channel: https://t.me/indefieco
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